
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Contact: David Ivester 

Phone: (941) 321-8570 

Parkdale, OR — Black Opal Books will release  

Darksight by DC Mallery 

June 8, 2019 

A Cure For Blindness—Or Something Else? 
 

Twenty-four-year-old Audra Carter, a popular deejay in Manhattan, won't let mere blindness keep her from living life her way, 
sometimes even riding her bicycle through town, relying on her keen hearing and uncanny instincts to guide her. Her father, 
Jenson Carter, is a neuroscientist who has devoted his career to finding a cure for her particular form of blindness. He now 
believes he has. With a number of test subjects, including Audra, Jenson takes his research to the next level, only to face 
apparent failure. A few months following the failed procedure, Jenson, the NYC Police, the DEA, and the FBI are alarmed by a 
string of bizarre deaths involving the test subjects. Jensen is blamed for those deaths, and fears his experiment was hijacked.  
 
Audra is kidnapped! As Jenson races to discover the truth and save his daughter, he must avoid the FBI. Audra struggles with 
her captors while dealing with a new and dangerous kind of sight: darksight. Audra must master her mysterious darksight 
vision, and fight the oncoming “side effects” to keep them both alive. 

Contact David Ivester, Marketing & Publicity Director with questions or requests: 
david@author-guide.com — 941-321-8570 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

DC Mallery is a writer of suspense/thrillers, screenplays, and other works, as well as short fiction primarily in the horror and 
science fiction genres. His short fiction, The Trauma Eater, appeared in Sanitarium Magazine, Ellie was published in Lamplight, a 
quarterly magazine of dark fiction, and Fireworks and a Kiss at the End of Time appears in Bards and Sages Quarterly. His 
screenplay, Emergence, was awarded second place for Feature Screenplay at the 2018 Vision Festival. His science 
thriller, Darksight, will be published by Black Opal Books in June 2019. He is now hard at work writing his next novel: The Dying 
Half. 

DC Mallery is also an avid traveler. He has gone ice climbing in Alaska, bug-swatting in Greenland, and has been trapped in the 
innermost sanctum of the Great Pyramid of Giza when the power went out (inexplicably and for a distressingly long period of 
time). 

He has degrees in Astronomy, Physics and the Law and calls Los Angeles his home. Visit him at DCMallery.com or follow him 
on Twitter. 

www.author-guide.com 

Paperback ISBN: 978-1-64437-061-2 — $15.49  
Science Thriller/Suspense/Paranormal 358 Pages 

Also available in epub and mobi eBook formats  

Distributed by Ingram, Baker & Taylor, OverDrive, Bookazine, and other major wholesalers 
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